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When performing sequences of actions, we constantly keep track of our current position in the sequence relative to the overall goal. The
present study searched for neural representations of sequence progression in corticostriatal circuits. Neurons within the anterior cingu-
late cortex (ACC) and its target region in the dorsal striatum (DS) were recorded from simultaneously as rats performed different
sequences of lever presses. We analyzed the responses of the neurons to presses occurring in the “first,” “second,” or “third” serial
position regardless of the particular sequence or physical levers. Principal component analysis revealed that the main source of firing rate
variance in the ACC was a smooth ramp-like change as the animal progressed through the sequence toward the reward. No such
smooth-ramping activity was observed in DS ensembles as firing tended to be tightly linked to each action. In the ACC, the progression in
firing was observed only for correct choices and not errors, whereas in the DS, firing associated with each action in a sequence was similar
regardless of whether the action was correct or not. Therefore, different forms of a signal exist within corticostriatal circuits that evolve
across a sequence of actions, with DS ensembles tracking every action and ACC ensembles tracking actual progress toward the goal.
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Introduction
When performing a sequence of actions, one must continually
track progress to know which actions are still required to attain
the goal. As actions progress in the sequence, there is a growing
anticipation or expectancy about receiving the reward. This an-
ticipation can be dissociated from the actions themselves and
helps one stay on track in the face of distractions or errors. The
present study investigated the neural correlates of sequence pro-
gression simultaneously in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
and dorsal striatum (DS).

Actions are encoded in numerous brain regions; however, cir-
cuits involving the frontal cortex and striatum play a particularly
important role in the flexible encoding of action sequences. In the
DS, neurons with strong action encoding tend to fire when the rat
is performing multiple actions, but only when the actions occur
within a specific sequence and not when they occur in isolation
(Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Schmitzer-Torbert and Redish,
2004). Most frontal regions contain neurons that selectively en-
code the serial position of each action in a sequence (Barone and
Joseph, 1989; Clower and Alexander, 1998; Procyk et al., 2000;
Ninokura et al., 2004; Ryou and Wilson, 2004; Mushiake et al.,
2006; Averbeck and Lee, 2007; Berdyyeva and Olson, 2010), with

a particularly interesting form occurring in the ACC. Specifically,
some ACC neurons fire progressively more following the com-
pletion of each action or subtask that brings the animal closer to
a goal (Shidara and Richmond, 2002; Toda et al., 2012). This
progressive increase in activity is referred to as a “reward expec-
tancy” signal.

A reward expectancy signal must be both highly dynamic and
integrative since at any point in time the degree of expectancy
depends on what actions have been performed as well as actions
yet to be performed. A reward expectancy signal is also likely to be
critical for proposed functions of the ACC centered on reward
processing (Pratt and Mizumori, 2001; Matsumoto et al., 2003;
Rushworth et al., 2011; Cowen et al., 2012) or assigning value to
actions (Kennerley et al., 2009). In parallel, dopamine signals in
the striatum may be related to sustained motivation toward the
final goal (Howe et al., 2013). Reward expectancy representations
in the ACC and possibly the DS could ultimately be used by the
brain to track progress and could help keep the organism stay
focused on the task at hand in the face of setbacks or distractions.

To gain further insights into the neural basis of reward expec-
tancy signals occurring during action sequencing, ensembles of
neurons were recorded simultaneously from the ACC and the
portion of the DS receiving afferents from the ACC (Sesack et al.,
1989) while rats performed different sequences of actions that led
to a food reward. The task was constructed such that the first,
second, and third actions relative to a goal were performed on
different physical levers in different action sequences. As a result,
it was possible to disambiguate signals related to the encoding of
relative progress toward a goal versus signals related to pressing
specific physical levers or moving to specific locations. Using this
task, we discovered neural responses to unique serial positions in
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both the ACC and DS, but their properties differed in important
ways.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Four experimentally naive male Long–Evans rats (450 –550 g)
were housed in a facility with a 12 h light/dark cycle, with all training and
recording taking place during the light cycle. For the duration of the
behavioral experiments, the rats were food-restricted to just below 90%
of their free-feeding weights. Feeding took place in the home cage after
their daily training/recording sessions, and water was available ad libitum
in the cages at all times. All procedures were performed in accordance
with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and the Animal Care Com-
mittee at the University of British Columbia.

Apparatus. Within a large opaque Plexiglas box (25 � 18 inches), a
main panel was installed with three levers (Fig. 1A). On any given day of

sequence training, a unique tactile object (Vel-
cro, cardboard, or soft foam) was stuck to the
lever panel (but not on the lever itself) and
the area on the floor immediately in front of the
lever panel to symbolize the order in which the
three levers should be pressed. An area of 25 �
13 inches was left for the rat to move freely. On
the opposing-side wall, a food cup was located
at the center, with each delivery of reward ac-
companied by a pure tone. Retractable levers
and pellet dispenser were controlled and re-
corded with a PC via a Med Associates interface
system.

Behavioral task. The naive subjects were first
trained on an FR1 schedule to press each of the
three levers. A minimum of 60 presses within
0.5 h, with no less than 15 presses on each lever,
was required before the rat moved on to the
next stage of training. After 3–5 d of FR1 train-
ing, the rats learned three 3-lever sequences:
Sequence A, B, and C, in three consecutive
stages of training. The order of lever presses in
each sequence was given by tactile objects
placed on the panel and floor in front of the
levers. For a given animal, each object consis-
tently designated a single serial position. The
order of lever presses in Sequence A was Right
Lever3Middle Lever3Left Lever (Fig. 1B). A
lever retracted only when it was pressed in the
correct order and remained extended in the
event of an error. Therefore, the level of perfor-
mance on the right lever in Sequence A was
necessarily 100%, whereas the chance level of
performance on the middle lever was 50% (i.e.,
incorrect if pressed before the right lever) and
that on the left lever was 33%. For training on
each sequence, the percentage of correct re-
sponses on the third item of the sequence had
to reach 75% before moving on to the next
stage of training. Sequence B consisted of three
lever presses in the order Middle Lever3Left
Lever3Right Lever, and Sequence C in the or-
der Left Lever3Right Lever3Middle Lever.
At any one of the three stages of single-
sequence training, if after 3 d of training, the
animal still had not reached criterion and if
day-to-day improvement stopped, a delay-
punishment protocol was introduced to extin-
guish errors made on the third lever of the
given sequence. Specifically, if the third lever
was pressed before the first lever, all levers re-
tracted and a 10 s time-out period ensued. This
training continued until the animal reached
criterion performance. When the criterion per-

formance was reached on all three sequences, the rat was surgically im-
planted and allowed 10 d to recover. After recovery, two to three refresher
sessions on each sequence were given before the first multisequence
block test day.

On the multisequence block test days, the animals had to perform a
block of at least 10 trials on each sequence at or above criterion, before
switching to the next sequence in one of three possible pseudorandom
orders: Sequence 33Sequence 23Sequence 1, Sequence 23Sequence
13 Sequence 3, or Sequence 13Sequence 33Sequence 2. In between
sequence blocks, the animals were taken out of the box to allow for
rearrangement of the tactile objects.

Surgery. Stereotaxic surgeries were performed with sterilized-tip pro-
cedures under anesthesia by isoflurane. NSAIDs, analgesic, antibiotic,
and a local anesthetic were given before incision. One elliptical-shaped
craniotomy was made centered at AP, �3.2 mm; ML, �1.0 mm; and

Figure 1. Task description and performance. A, The operant chamber contained 3 levers installed on the front panel and a
food-cup on the opposing wall. A unique sensory cue was attached to the floor immediately in front of each lever as well as on the
surrounding wall. The first lever (color-coded red in the schematic) to be pressed in a given sequence block could be surrounded by
Velcro, the second lever (yellow in schematic) by cardboard, and the third lever (blue in schematic) by soft foam. B, Example of a
test day on which the rat had to perform a minimum of 10 trials on each of the 3 sequence blocks, which were given in a
pseudorandom order. Sequence block A required the rat to respond on the right lever, followed by the middle lever and then the left
lever, before reward pellets were delivered to the food-cup on the opposite wall. The serial order of the 3 sensory cues remained
constant for a given rat, but they were moved to different levers for each of the sequence blocks. C, Latencies to travel between the
first and the second levers were equivalent to the latencies to travel between the second and the third levers across all sequence
blocks. D, The animals’ performance levels were equivalent across the 3 sequence blocks, as measured by the percentage of correct
response on the third lever of each sequence block. E, Histology showing representative electrode track endings (white arrow-
heads) in the ACC. F, Representative electrode track endings (white arrowheads) in the DS.
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another craniotomy was made centered at AP, �1.2 mm; and ML, �3
mm (Paxinos and Watson, 2005). Once the dura mater was retracted, the
bottoms of the two bundles of eight 30-gauge tubes, containing a total of
16 tetrodes, were placed on the cortical surface. The bundles were of
cylindrical shape with a bottom radius of �0.4 mm, and were angled
medially by �15°. The implants were fixed with bone screws and dental
acrylic. At the end of the surgery, tetrodes in the anterior bundle were
extended by �1.4 mm into the brain to enter the ACC, and tetrodes in
the posterior bundle were extended by �3 mm to enter the DS (Paxinos
and Watson, 2005). Animals were given 10 d to recover. Before each
recording session, small adjustments were made with the hyperdrives to
maximize the number of neurons recorded.

Acquisition of electrophysiological data. Data acquisition and offline
spike sorting were conducted using the same methods, equipment, and
software as reported previously (Hyman et al., 2012).

Histology. At the end of the studies, the animals were deeply anesthe-
tized using an intraperitoneal urethane injection, and 100 �A electrical
current was passed through the electrodes for 30 s. Animals were then
perfused with a solution containing 250 ml of 10% buffered formalin, 10
ml of glacial acetic acid, and 10 g of potassium ferrocyanide. This solution
causes a Prussian blue reaction, which marks with blue the location of the
iron particles deposited by the electrode lesion. The brains were then
removed and stored in a 10% buffered formalin/20% sucrose solution for
at least 1 week, before being sliced and mounted to determine precise
electrode locations. Since multiple sessions were recorded from individ-
ual animals, the precise recording locations could not be derived from
electrode lesions, but all electrode tracks were inferred between the en-
trance point and the dyed spots. Figure 1, E and F, shows representative
recording sites for ACC and DS, respectively.

Data analyses. A total of 33 large ensembles (DS, Nmin � 19; ACC,
Nmin � 21) were collected. Neurons firing �0.14 Hz were excluded from
further analysis, because the sample of spikes was too small (250 or less)
to be reliably representative of the cell’s activity in relation to behavior.
To obtain an estimate of the neural firing rate for each isolated cell i as a
function of time bin t, ri(t), firing rates (FRs) were calculated for each
spike train in each 50 ms bin [note: FR was different from instantaneous
firing rate used in our past studies; Durstewitz et al. 2010; Hyman et al.
2012]. In each trial of the task, each behavioral epoch—a lever-press or
reward-approach period—includes a 1 s period centered at the time-
stamp of that behavior. Thus each epoch is 20 bins long, and 80 bins from
each trial were analyzed, including three lever presses and a reward-
approach period. Further analyses were performed in MatLab (Math-
works), as detailed below.

Principal component analysis. In the behavioral task, each trial con-
tained 4 epochs (3 actions plus reward-approach period), each of which
lasted for 1 s. Thus, each trial contained 80 bins. Each cell’s normalized
FRs were averaged across all trials to produce a single FR vector contain-
ing 80 numbers. Thus, in a matrix containing FRs from all cells recorded,
there are 80 variables, for each of which there are 637 observations (i.e.,
total cell number) for the ACC and 351 for the DS. Principal component
analysis (PCA) was performed on these 80 variables. The top principal
components (PCs) represent the most prevalent firing patterns among all
cells. For each PC, each cell has a unique coefficient or loading, indicating
the extent to which this PC represents this cell’s firing pattern. Ranking
cells based on their loadings resulted in two groups of cells: those with
positive loadings and those with negative loadings. The averaged firing
rates of these two groups were analyzed with two-way ANOVA using a 2
(number of groups)-by-3 (number of actions) design. Post hoc Tukey’s
test was then used to test for differences among groups.

Correlation analysis. To determine whether the “ramping” and
“action-linked” patterns exist within individual ACC and DS cells, two
models were constructed to capture these features. The correlations be-
tween single-unit activities and the models were examined. The ramping
model was a 60 bin vector containing numbers from 0 to 1, stepped at
1/59 (Fig. 4A, red line). The action-linked model was a 60 bin vector
containing numbers from 0 to 1 stepped at 1/9, from the first to the 10th
bin, from the 21st to the 30th bin, and from the 41st to the 50th bin. The
10th, 30th, and 50th bins were when the three lever presses, respectively,
occurred. Additionally, from the 11th to the 20th bin, from the 31st to the

50th bin, and from the 51st to the 60th bin, the vector contained numbers
from 1 to 0 stepped at �1/9, thereby forming a saw-tooth shape (see Fig.
4A, blue line). Spearman’s correlation and p-values were calculated be-
tween each cell’s averaged FRs and these models (� � 0.05). Bonferroni
correction was not performed, because the purpose of this analysis was
not to test significance, but to categorize cells and examine their collec-
tive action.

Error analysis. There were two types of error trials observed in almost
all sessions. In the first case, the animal started a trial by pressing the
wrong lever for that sequence block, then went on to press the three levers
in the correct order. In the second case, the animal responded correctly
on the first lever for that sequence block, then pressed on the incorrect
lever (i.e., pressed on the lever which should have been the third item in
the sequence rather than the second), and then went on to complete the
trial correctly. The activities of ramping model-correlated ACC cells and
action-linked model-correlated DS cells during these two types of error
trials were averaged and compared with those recorded during the error-
free trials, one type at a time. The averaged firing rates of these two groups
were analyzed with two-way ANOVA using a 2 (error trials vs error-free
trials)-by-3 (number of actions) design. Post hoc Tukey’s test was then
used to test for differences among groups.

Results
Rats were trained in an experimental apparatus which contained
a panel with three retractable levers located on one wall (Fig. 1A).
Each lever was distinguished by cues (Velcro, cardboard, or
foam) temporarily affixed to the area immediately surrounding
the levers (but not the levers themselves). For any given sequence
block, each cue indicated the serial position in which individual
levers had to be pressed to obtain food reward. This sequence of
cues was always the same for a given rat, but the cues were moved
to different lever locations for each of the two or three sequence
blocks (preliminary testing revealed that the cues were neutral as
neither the rats nor the recorded neurons systematically pre-
ferred one cue; Fig. 1B). On the multi-sequence block test days,
behavioral performance within and across sequence blocks did
not differ (within sequences: t1102 � 0.89, p � 0.38, Fig. 1C; across
sequences: F(2,48) � 0.22, p � 0.80, Fig. 1D).

The first serial position was investigated in isolation by com-
bining all responses on the right lever from sequence block A, the
middle lever from sequence block B, and left lever from sequence
block C and so on for second and third serial positions. At the end
of testing, the animals were killed and recording sites in ACC (Fig.
1E) and DS (Fig. 1F) were located by histology.

Reward expectancy/proximity signals in ACC ensembles
Single neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), includ-
ing the ACC, can exhibit virtually any type of response profile
(Jung et al., 1998; Baeg et al., 2003; Hyman et al., 2005, 2010;
Lapish et al., 2008; Rigotti et al., 2013); therefore, it was important
to examine the overall signal emitted by large groups of neurons
to reveal what specific aspects of our sequence task dominated
this signal. Accordingly, PCA was used to identify the main
sources of firing rate variance across all 637 ACC neurons re-
corded in this study. When lever presses were organized accord-
ing to serial position across the three sequences, the first PC,
which accounted for 17.7% of total firing rate variance, exhibited
a smooth progressive increase consistently across the three lever
presses before declining steeply following the third lever response
as the animal approached the goal port (Fig. 2A). The eigenvector
values of PC1 remained positive throughout the three lever
presses, indicating that each of the ACC neurons in this network
displayed similar changes in firing rates (excitation or inhibition)
for all three responses and the magnitude of these changes in-
creased with each successive lever press. The second PC (account-
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ing for 9.46% of variance) increased slightly across the three lever
presses, but exhibited an abrupt acceleration during goal ap-
proach at the point where PC1 began to decline (Fig. 2B). PC2
started trials with negative eigenvector values that suddenly
shifted into positive values signifying that neurons in this net-
work had opposing responses during the lever presses and goal
approach periods (i.e., from inhibition to excitation or vice
versa).

Since neurons can load positively or negatively on a given PC,
we simply rank-ordered their loadings on PC1 and plotted the
group average of all neurons with positive loadings (Fig. 2C, left
inset) and of all neurons with negative loadings (Fig. 2C, right
inset). Neurons with positive loadings increased their overall fir-
ing rate smoothly across the three serial positions, whereas the
firing rate of neurons with negative loadings decreased smoothly,
as one would predict. The average aggregate firing rates of all
neurons that loaded positively on PC1 exhibited significantly
higher firing rates for the second serial position relative to the first
(Tukey’s post hoc test, p � 4 � 10�12) and significantly higher
firing rates for the third serial position relative to the second
(Tukey’s post hoc test, p � 7 � 10�6, Fig. 2D, left). The neurons
with negative loadings on PC1 exhibited a similar serial position-
linked change in response magnitude, but in the opposite direc-
tion (Tukey’s post hoc test, first action � second action: p � 4 �
10�5, second action marginally higher than third action: p �
0.07, Fig. 2D, right). PCA therefore provided a means with which
to group the firing activities of all 637 neurons based on the most

dominant pattern of firing rate variance
(PC1), but by so doing revealed a clear,
robust, and relatively uniform activity
pattern during the performance of a se-
quence of actions that led to a reward. An
example of a neuron with strong positive
loadings on both PC1 and PC2 is shown in
Figure 3A. This neuron exhibited both the
smooth increase in firing consistent with
PC1 and also a further increase that
emerged abruptly during reward ap-
proach consistent with PC2. To demon-
strate the prevalence of these activity
patterns, two more examples of cells with
strong positive loadings on PC1 are
shown in Figure 3, B and C. Figure 3, D–F,
shows examples of neurons loaded nega-
tively on PC1. The strong correlation be-
tween the responses of these neurons with
the patterns identified by both of the top
PCs illustrates the ability of PCA to detect
neurons that contribute to multiple dis-
tinct network signals during different cog-
nitive/behavioral epochs.

The reward expectancy/proximity
signal is produced by a smooth firing-
rate progression in ACC neurons
The smooth progression in firing rate re-
vealed by PCA and shown in the overall
average firing rates could be the product
of two distinct patterns of spiking activity
across the network. It is possible that in-
dividual neurons’ firing rates ramp
smoothly over the course of the three se-
rial positions, or it is also possible that this

smooth progression was produced by the combined activity of
neurons that fired to each action stochastically, but asynchro-
nously. To determine whether one or both response types were
present in the ACC, correlations between single-unit activities
and models designed to capture these features (Fig. 4A) were
calculated. A large group of neurons correlated positively the
ramping factor (n � 107, Fig. 4B), while a smaller group exhib-
ited significant positive correlation with the action-linked factor
(n � 37, Fig. 4C). Although these 37 neurons fired in conjunction
with each action, on average their firing rate did not progress with
each subsequent action. However, we did observe 11 of 637 neu-
rons whose firing activity correlated with both factors. These
neurons exhibited action-linked responses as well as a progressive
increase for later actions (Fig. 4D). Finally, neurons without any
correlation between average firing activity and either factor are
shown in Figure 4E (n � 376). These neurons exhibited relatively
flat firing rates throughout the trial. Given that this analysis cat-
egorized all neurons exhaustively, one can conclude that the
ramping activity, captured by PC1 and PC2, was produced
mainly by a network of neurons that themselves exhibited a
ramping pattern.

Above, we categorized neurons based on their responses over
an entire trial, but it is also informative to illustrate how neurons
responded specifically during each lever press period. Figure 5
shows, for a single example session, the average change in firing
rates (relative to their individual session-wide means) during a 1 s
period surrounding presses on the same physical lever, grouped

Figure 2. The main patterns of firing rate variance in ACC ensembles as revealed by PCA. PCA was performed on all neurons
recorded across all animals and sessions. Trials were arranged such that the first, second, and third lever presses and reward-
approach period, each occupying a 1 s interval, were aligned across the three sequence blocks, regardless of which actual physical
levers were pressed in each case. A, The PC1 eigenvector was characterized by a progressive increase during the lever presses
followed by an abrupt decline during reward-approach. B, The PC2 eigenvector started negative and smoothly increased with an
abrupt acceleration into positive values during reward-approach. C, Factor loadings for all 637 ACC neurons on PC1. Left inset,
Average firing rate of all neurons with positive factor loadings on PC1. Right inset, Average firing rate of all neurons with negative
factor loadings on PC1. D, The average firing rates during the 1 s lever-press periods for all neurons shown in C, with positive factor
loadings on PC1 (left), or negative factor loadings on PC1 (right). The average firing of the neurons during lever presses in the first
serial position are shown in light gray, the second serial position in dark gray, and the third serial position in black. Significance at
***p � 1 � 10 �10, **p � 0.0005.
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according to whether the lever was pressed as the first, second, or
third action in a sequence. The patterns of activity in the three
cases were quite similar because the action and the physical lever
was the same. Yet it is noteworthy that the pattern became more
differentiated for each subsequent press because neurons that
fired above their average rate in response to presses on a given
lever fired more for later serial positions, whereas neurons that
fired below their average rate in response to presses on that lever
fired progressively less for later serial positions. This illustrates
that progression toward a goal tended to enhance the distinctness
of action-linked activity state patterns.

The reward expectation signal ramps only in association with
correct choices
If the firing rate progression associated with movement toward
a goal served as a type of reward expectancy (Shidara and
Richmond, 2002) or reward proximity signal, it was unclear
whether it should scale equally for all actions or only for cor-
rect actions that actually brought the animal closer to the goal.
In the present study, well trained rats would sometimes press
the incorrect lever as their first or second choice of a trial
(there could be no errors on the third action in a trial because
there was only one remaining lever, as the levers retracted after
each correct press). The effects of these two types of errors on
the firing rates of the 107 ramping neurons shown in Figure 4B
are analyzed in detail below.

When an error was committed on the first lever press, the
overall average firing rate of the neurons during the next correct
lever press was the same size as during the first correct lever press
on error-free trials (two-way ANOVA main effect of action:
F(2,114) � 108.3, p � 5 � 10�27, but not trial type: F(1,114) � 2.94,

p � 0.08; Tukey’s post hoc test: first correct actions in error trials
vs those in error-free trials: p � 0.95) yet was significantly differ-
ent from the second correct lever press on error-free trials
(Tukey’s post hoc test: p � 0.0002, Fig. 6A,B). Likewise, for trials
in which an error occurred on the second lever press, the firing
rate on the next correct lever press was the same size as it was on

Figure 3. Examples of the progressive firing rate patterns exhibited by ACC neurons. A–C,
Examples of single neurons strongly positively loaded on both PC1 and PC2 (A) or on PC1 only (B,
C). Top, Raster plot; bottom, average FR across all trials (mean 	 SEM). D–F, Examples of single
neurons negatively loaded on PC1. Top, Raster plot; bottom, all-trial average FR (mean	SEM).

Figure 4. Testing possible single-unit firing patterns underlying the progressive firing-rate
increase across the three actions leading to reward. A, Two potential models of firing rate
variance across a trial were a smooth progressive change (red) or a lever press-linked change
(blue). B, Average firing rate for all 107 neurons showing a positive correlation with the ramping
model (mean 	 SEM). The horizontal line represents the overall average baseline firing rate of
the neurons. Note that the firing during the first correct response was below baseline, whereas
subsequent responses rose above baseline. C, Average firing rate for all 37 neurons with a
positive correlation with the action-linked model (mean 	 SEM). D, The average firing rate of
the 11 neurons that attained significance on both factors. Note how these neurons exhibited
transient action-linked responses that increased for actions closer to the reward. E, The average
firing rate for all neurons whose firing did not correlate with either model (n � 376).

Figure 5. Prototypical activity state pattern observed in the ensemble in the 1 s period
surrounding presses on the right lever in a single session. Each bar represents the firing rate
z-scores for a single neuron averaged across the 1 s interval surrounding all presses on that lever
within a sequence block. Average FR z-score values when the right lever was the first lever
pressed in one sequence block (left, light gray bars), the second lever pressed in another se-
quence block (middle, dark gray bars) or the third lever in a third sequence block (right, black
bars). The divergence in z-scores was related to differences in the serial positions of the lever
press relative to the reward since the physical lever was identical in each case.
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the second lever press for error-free trials (two-way ANOVA
main effect of action: F(2,114) � 134.2, p � 1 � 10�30, but not trial
type: F(1,114) � 1.13, p � 0.28; Tukey’s post hoc test: p � 0.87) and
significantly different from what it was during the third lever
press on error-free trials (Tukey’s post hoc test: p � 5.5 � 10�11)
(Fig. 6C,D). To illustrate this visually, we overlaid the average
response of the neurons on error-free trials with their average
responses on error trials, assuming an error had not been com-
mitted. Specifically, the average response on error-free trials was
shifted by one lever press and then overlaid (Fig. 6A, gray line)
with trials in which the first lever press was incorrect (Fig. 6A,
black line) or was cut after the first lever press and then shifted by
one lever press and overlaid (Fig. 6C, gray line) with trials in

which the second action was incorrect (Fig. 6C, black line). The
firing rates were not altered or scaled in this plotting scheme.
From these figures, it is clear that only correct choices initiated
the firing rate progression (Fig. 6A), and once initiated, it ap-
peared to progress only in association with correct choices (Fig.
6C). Thus, the smooth ramping signal in the ACC appears to
track actual progress toward a goal rather than simply counting
actions.

Next we examined activity arising during different portions of
the error trials themselves. Errors committed before the first cor-
rect action could involve presses on the lever that was supposed to
be the second or the third correct action in the sequence block.
Behavioral analysis revealed that the rats were more likely to press
the lever associated with the third correct action than the one
associated with the second correct action (Wilcoxon rank sum
test: rank sum � 257.5, p � 0.00086). Given the abundance of
trials in which an initial error involved the lever that was sup-
posed to be the third correct action in the sequence block, we
explored whether ACC activity during these types of errors re-
sembled activity during the first correct action or the third correct
action. We found that activity during these errors was actually
significantly different from both (one-way ANOVA, F(2,59) �
53.42, p � 8.5 � 10�14). Specifically, these errors were associated
with higher levels of activity than the first correct response
(Tukey’s HSD test: error � first correct, p � 0.00012), but with
lower activity than the third correct response (Tukey’s HSD test:
error � third correct: p � 0.0016). This latter effect is exactly
consistent with what one would expect for a system encoding
serial position. The former effect arose because the first correct
response tended to be below baseline (Fig. 4B), yet when an error
was committed, firing was essentially at baseline levels. As a re-
sult, the firing was higher when the first response was an error
than when it was correct.

Firing rate progression in DS neurons is tightly tied to actions
The same techniques used to examine ACC ensembles were ap-
plied to DS ensembles recorded simultaneously from the same
animals. PCA performed on all DS neurons revealed that the first
PC (Fig. 7A) identified a group of DS cells whose activity varied
closely in association with the lever presses themselves. The sec-
ond PC (Fig. 7B) showed variation around each lever press, but
like PC2 in the ACC also exhibited a pronounced acceleration
during reward approach. The firing rates of neurons that loaded
positively versus negatively on PC1 were plotted separately and
revealed that the change in firing rates for later serial positions
occurred during the time of the actions themselves (Fig. 7C).
Once again, all DS neurons were included in this figure but were
simply split into the two subgroups based on their loadings on
PC1 and shown in the insets. Positively loaded cells fired signifi-
cantly higher during the second action than during the first ac-
tion (Tukey’s post hoc test: p � 0.007), but did not fire differently
during the third action (Tukey’s post hoc test: third vs first action:
p � 0.93, third vs second action: p � 0.10; Fig. 7D, left). Nega-
tively loaded cells responded similarly to all three actions (Fig.
7D, right). Figure 7, E and F, shows examples of neurons loaded
strongly on PC1 and PC2, respectively.

Although this analysis suggested that DS activity was tightly
linked to the lever presses, it remains a possibility that neurons
similar to those ACC neurons that ramped more smoothly were
buried within the DS population. In an attempt to extract these
neurons, we correlated the firing rates of all DS neurons with
the ramp and action-linked factors shown in Figure 4A. In this
case, more neurons were significantly positively correlated with

Figure 6. Firing rate progression in the ACC during correct choices versus errors. A, Neurons’
average firing rate on error-free trials shown in Figure 4B was replotted in gray, with the
average firing rate of the same neurons on trials starting with an error (Type 1 error trials, black
line). Note that the firing rate of the neurons increased but then returned to baseline following
the initial error. Once correct choices resumed, the firing rate progression was essentially iden-
tical to trials without errors. B, Statistical analysis of firing rate changes of these neurons on
error-free trials (gray bars) versus Type 1 error trials (black bars). Left, No significant differences
(N.S.) in average firing rates in the 1 s period surrounding the first correct lever press, whether
that lever press was preceded by an initial error (black bar) or not (gray bar). Right, Although
average firing rates for the first versus second correct lever presses were different, this was
true regardless of whether the trial began with an error (black bars) or not (gray bars). C,
As in A, neurons’ average firing rate on error-free trials shown in Figure 4B was replotted
in gray, with the average firing rate of the same neurons on trials where the first correct
choice was followed by an error being shown in gray (Type 2 error trials). Note that the
firing rate of the neurons increased but then returned to baseline following the error. Once
correct choices resumed, the firing rate progression recommenced at the same level as on
trials without errors. D, Statistical analysis of firing rate changes of these neurons on
error-free trials (gray bars) versus Type 2 error trials (black bars). Left, There were no
significant differences (N.S.) in average firing rates during the first correct lever press,
whether that lever press was followed by an error (black bar) or not (gray bar). Right, The
average firing rates for the first versus second correct lever presses were different, and this
was true regardless of whether an error occurred after the first correct choice (black bar) or
not (gray bar). Since each subsequent lever press was associated with a significant change
in average firing rate and this was true regardless of whether or not the trial contained an
error, it suggests that the firing rate progression from one lever press to the next occurred
only during correct choices. ***p � 1 � 10 �10, **p � 0.0005.
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the action-linked factor (n � 32, Fig. 8A)
than the ramp factor (n � 19, Fig. 8B).
Even though these 19 DS neurons were
significantly correlated with the ramp fac-
tor, when plotted, it was evident that the
degree of ramp-like activity was very weak
(Fig. 8B). To further test this possibility,
we projected the DS ensemble activities
onto PC1 derived from ACC ensembles
(i.e., the principal component associated
with smooth ramping activity, Fig. 2A),
and tested the difference between the ab-
solute values of the loadings of DS neu-
rons and those of the ACC neurons on this
PC. Absolute loadings were used because
they reveal the amount of variance ac-
counted for by the ACC PC in both ACC
and DS neurons. The resulting loadings
were significantly larger in the ACC
neurons than in the DS neurons
(independent-sample t test, t986 � 2.40,
p � 0.0167). In other words, the smooth
ramping pattern is indeed much more
dominant in ACC than in DS. Finally, the
firing rates of the DS neurons that failed to
attain significance on either factor were
also largely flat throughout the trial (n �
211, Fig. 8C). Based on these analyses, it
would appear that firing rate progression
in the DS relative to the goal was weak but
very tightly linked to the actions them-
selves. This conclusion, based on PCA and
correlation analysis of the entire ensem-
ble, was consistent with the firing proper-
ties of single neurons (Fig. 7E).

Errors do not alter serial position
signaling in the DS
Given the relatively weak firing rate pro-
gression and the tight association between
DS neuron activity and the actions them-
selves, it was unclear whether these neu-
rons would fire differently due to errors or
whether they would continue to faithfully
track all actions indiscriminately. Since in
the DS the bulk of the progressive change
in firing for subsequent actions occurred
during the actions, for this analysis we fo-
cused on the responses of the 32 DS neu-
rons shown in Figure 8A that exhibited a
significant positive correlation to the action-linked factor.

When an error was committed as the first lever press, the FR
on the next correct lever press was not different from the first
correct lever press on error-free trials (two-way ANOVA, main
effect of action: F(2,114) � 4.91, p � 0.01, but not trial type: F(1,114)

� 0.74, p � 0.39; Tukey’s post hoc test: first correct actions in
error trials vs those in error-free trials: p � 0.99) and was also not
different from the second correct lever press on error-free trials
(Tukey’s post hoc test: p � 0.63) (Fig. 9A,B). When the error
occurred on the second lever press, the FR for the next correct
lever press was the same size as that for the second lever press on
error-free trials and was also not different from what it was on the
third lever press on error-free trials (two-way ANOVA, no main

effect of action: F(2,114) � 2.57, p � 0.08, nor of trial type: F(1,114)

� 0.01, p � 0.91; Fig. 9C,D). This lack of differentiation between
correct and error trials was evident when the average firing rates of
the neurons on correct and error trials were overlaid (Fig. 9A,C).
There was little difference in the DS signal on correct versus error
trials because the DS neurons fired so strongly in association with
errors. DS activity arising during different portions of the error trials
themselves was also explored in greater detail. When we examined
activity during trials that began with the rat pressing the lever that
should have been the third in the sequence, firing rates during these
initial errors were not different from firing during either the first
correct response (one-way ANOVA, F(2,59) � 4.01, p � 0.024,
Tukey’s HSD test: p � 0.088) or from when the lever was pressed

Figure 7. The main patterns of firing rate variance in DS ensembles as revealed by PCA. PCA was performed on all DS
neurons recorded across all animals and sessions. Plots were arranged as in Figure 2. A, The PC1 eigenvector was charac-
terized by strong variations in association with each lever press followed by an abrupt decline during the reward-approach
epoch. B, The PC2 eigenvector showed smaller variations in association with the lever presses followed by an abrupt
acceleration in the reward-approach epoch. C, Factor loadings for all DS neurons on PC1. Left inset, Average firing rate of all
neurons with positive factor loadings on PC1. These neurons exhibited peaks in firing tightly locked to lever presses. Right
inset, Average firing rate of all neurons with negative factor loadings on PC1. These neurons exhibited troughs in firing
tightly locked to lever presses. D, Average firing rates during the 1 s period surround each of the three lever presses and
reward-approach for neurons that were loaded positively (left) or negatively (right) on PC1. Although there was a signif-
icant increase in DS firing for positively loaded cells from the first to the second action, this increase did not continue to the
third action, even though it was the action closest to the reward. No change in average firing was observed for the
negatively loaded cells. E, Example of a single neuron that was strongly positively loaded on both PC1. Top, Raster plot;
bottom, average FR across all trials (mean 	 SEM). F, Example of a single neuron that was strongly loaded on PC2. Top,
Raster plot; bottom, all-trial average FR (mean 	 SEM). *p � 0.01.
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correctly as the third response in the sequence (Tukey’s HSD test:
p � 0.88). These results are different from what was observed in the
ACC but are fully consistent with a generic action-related change in
firing rate for DS neurons.

Discussion
Previous studies have shown robust representations of various
aspects of sequential behaviors by single neurons in the frontal
cortex (Barone and Joseph, 1989; Clower and Alexander, 1998;
Nakamura et al., 1998; Procyk et al., 2000; Ninokura et al., 2004;
Ryou and Wilson, 2004; Fujii and Graybiel, 2005; Mushiake et al.,
2006; Averbeck and Lee, 2007; Shima et al., 2007; Berdyyeva and
Olson, 2010). In the present study, when trials were organized
according to serial position of the lever presses relative to reward,
the dominant pattern of activity accounting for the largest por-
tion of variance across all recorded ACC neurons was a smooth
ramp-like change in firing rate as animals progressed through the
three actions to the reward. Firing rate progression appeared to
occur only in association with correct actions and not errors. The
ability to represent one’s progress in a sequence relative to a goal
could be expected in a brain region such as the ACC that is in-
volved in monitoring actions and outcomes (Alexander and
Brown, 2011). In contrast to the ACC, the largest portion of
variance across all DS neurons, recorded simultaneously from the
same animals, was a change in firing rate linked to a lever press
that had a slight tendency to become stronger for lever presses
occurring in later serial positions. Unlike ACC neurons, DS neu-
rons tended to fire the same way regardless of whether the actions
were correct or not, suggesting that this region mainly encodes
the actions.

It is becoming increasingly evident that neurons in the frontal
cortex have multiple, diverse and dynamic firing rate correlates
(Jung et al., 1998; Rigotti et al., 2013). Neurons in the rat mPFC
(ACC and prelimbic regions) exhibit potent responses to both
actions (Jung et al., 1998; Hyman et al., 2005; Lapish et al., 2008;
Durstewitz et al., 2010) and rewards (Pratt and Mizumori, 2001;
Hyman et al., 2011; Caracheo et al., 2013; Horst and Laubach,
2013). mPFC neurons fire during reward approach with the
strength of the response being dependent on the reward magni-
tude (Pratt and Mizumori, 2001; Kargo et al., 2007). Further-
more, many mPFC neurons fire differently during identical
action sequences if the sequences resulted in the delivery of re-
wards of a different magnitude (Kargo et al., 2007). In addition,
modulation of mPFC neurons that respond in anticipation of a
forthcoming reward was also based on the route taken to acquire
the reward, suggesting that mPFC neurons multiplex informa-
tion about actions with expectations of future rewards and their
magnitude (Cowen et al., 2012). In the primate ACC, a subset of
neurons fired in response to the completion of different actions
or subtasks but fired more robustly for later actions that were
closer to the delivery of reward (Shidara and Richmond, 2002;
Toda et al., 2012). The present results resemble those of Shidara
and Richmond (2002) with the exception that only 2 of 106 neu-

Figure 8. Testing possible single-unit firing patterns during the three actions leading to reward in the DS. All 351 DS neurons were tested for correlations with the model features shown in Figure
4A. A, The average firing rate for all DS neurons showing a positive correlation with the action-linked model (n � 32). B, The average firing rate for all DS neurons with a positive correlation with the
ramp model (n � 19). C, The average firing rate for DS neurons whose firing did not correlate with either model (n � 211).

Figure 9. Firing rate progression in the DS during correct choices versus errors. A, Neurons’
average firing rate on error-free trials shown in Figure 4B was replotted in green, with the
average firing rate of the same neurons on trials starting with an error in black (Type 1 error
trials). B, Statistical analysis of firing rate changes of these neurons on all correct trials (gray
bars) versus trials where the first response was an error (black bars). Left, There were no signif-
icant differences (N.S.) in average firing rates in the 1 s period surrounding the first correct lever
press depending on whether that lever press was preceded by an initial error (black bar) or not
(gray bar). Right, Importantly, and in contrast to the ACC, for DS neurons the first and second
correct lever presses were not significantly different. This was true regardless of whether the
trial began with an error (black bar) or not (gray bar). C, The average firing rate change of the
same neurons examined in A and B, but on trials where the second lever press in the sequence
block was an error (Type 2 error trials, black line). D, Statistical analysis of firing rate changes of these
neurons on all correct trials (gray bars) versus trials where the second response was an error (black
bars). Left, There were no significant differences (N.S.) in average firing rates in the 1 s period sur-
rounding the first correct lever press depending on whether that lever press was followed by an error
(black bar) or not (gray bar). Right, However, more critically, the average firing rates for the first versus
second correct lever presses were not different, and this was true regardless of whether an error
occurredafterthefirstcorrectchoice(blackbar)ornot(graybar).Sincetherewasnodifferenceinfiring
for the first versus second correct choice or the second versus third correct choice, the DS could not be
considered to track action progression toward the goal. Rather the DS tracked all actions equally
regardless of serial position or whether they were correct or not.
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rons in their study showed a smooth ramp-like increase in firing.
Instead, most neurons fired upon lever release with further in-
creases in firing rate for those lever releases performed later in the
multitrial schedule. In addition to obvious differences in species,
one reason for these different profiles may be attributed to our
use of self-paced and continuous responding rather than a series
of discrete subtasks. In our case, neuronal responses seemed to
decay more slowly after each action, resulting in a smoother over-
all response profile.

The continuous response profile most commonly observed in
ACC in the present study was similar to climbing or ramping
activity previously reported for subsets of dorsolateral PFC neu-
rons during the delay period of a memory task before a response,
as well as in primate and rat ACC on tasks requiring interval
timing (Niki and Watanabe, 1979; Narayanan and Laubach,
2009). Ramping activity has been proposed to reflect the neural
processes associated with withholding a temporally inappropri-
ate response (Narayanan et al., 2006; Narayanan and Laubach,
2009; Hyman et al., 2013), with timing of an interval (Durstewitz,
2003) or with the timing of rewards (Horst and Laubach, 2013).
Hence ramping activity may be a general mechanism related to
expectation and, in the present case, specifically reward expecta-
tion. Importantly, we observed that ramping was absent during
errors, suggesting that the expectation signal is not simply an
action or time accumulator, but rather may process abstract
knowledge about which actions actually move the animal for-
ward toward the reward compared with those actions that are
ineffective. Furthermore, the firing rate progression did not reset
to baseline levels following an error but rather resumed at a level
where it would have been had the error not occurred (Fig. 6).
Accordingly, this pattern of firing rate appeared to maintain a
running tally of the animal’s location relative to the reward, a
property that remained intact even when temporarily disrupted
by an error. Collectively, these considerations suggest that while
progressive changes in the firing activity of ACC neurons during
approach to a goal could reflect expectation of a forthcoming
reward, as previously proposed (Shidara and Richmond, 2002),
this change may also reflect an internalized representation of
progress.

Previously, we reported that ACC and prelimbic neurons rep-
resent discrete types of information using a distributed pattern-
based coding scheme (Lapish et al., 2008; Durstewitz et al., 2010;
Hyman et al., 2012, 2013). We also found evidence for this type of
code in the present study as illustrated in Figure 5, where the lever
press was associated with a pattern of activity as indicated by
increases or decreases in firing relative to each neuron’s overall
grand mean. Presses on individual levers were associated with
different activity patterns, much in the same way that distinct
activity patterns effectively differentiated each unique epoch in a
radial arm maze working memory task (Lapish et al., 2008), in-
dividual rules on a set-shifting task (Durstewitz et al., 2010), dif-
ferent stimuli and actions in an operant delayed alternation task
(Hyman et al., 2013), as well as distinct environmental contexts
(Hyman et al., 2012). This type of pattern-based coding scheme
involving large groups of general purpose neurons may subserve
the capacity of the frontal cortex to efficiently parse any arbitrary
task and hence may be what endows this region of the brain with
considerable flexibility. In contrast to such a patterned-based
code, the reward expectancy signal is quite different. As shown in
Figure 5, the firing-rate pattern is similar for all three types of
lever presses because the animal performs the identical action on
the exact same physical lever. However, what does vary is the
magnitude of the differentiation in firing rates, which is progres-

sively increased when that lever is pressed as the first, second, or
third action in the sequence. As a result, the pattern associated
with presses on a given physical lever was progressively amplified
as the animal approached the reward.

Although the mechanisms responsible for this phenomenon
are unknown, dopamine levels in the mPFC increase in a manner
that is directly related to the approach to a reward (Ahn and
Phillips, 2002; Phillips et al., 2004; Rossetti and Carboni, 2005).
Furthermore, based on biophysical data obtained by patch-clamp
recordings in vitro, we argued that dopamine (as well as sero-
tonin) could produce exactly this type of pattern-based amplifi-
cation (Di Pietro and Seamans, 2011). We would therefore argue
that discrete declarative forms of information may be represented
in the frontal cortex using a patterned-based coding scheme,
whereas motivation variables, such as the proximity to reward,
may act via neuromodulators to amplify or modify the strength of
these activity state patterns.

In the present study, the reward expectation signal in the DS
was quite different from what was observed in the ACC. Even on
this self-paced task, there was no evidence for the same type of
continuous smooth ramp-like activity observed in ACC ensem-
bles recorded simultaneously from the same animals. Instead, DS
activity was tightly locked to the lever presses (PC1) and/or the
reward approach (PC2). PC1 in DS ensembles was characterized
by strong variation during the lever-press periods which in-
creased slightly as the animal progressed through the sequence.
While several neurons were correlated with the ramping factor,
not all exhibited the progressive increase in firing for subsequent
lever presses and any progression was lost in the overall average.
Recently, Howe et al. (2013) showed that the extracellular dopa-
mine level in the striatum ramps as rats run toward the goal in a
T-maze. Yet in many cases, this effect did not appear in the aver-
aged firing rates of DS cells. The current study differs from that of
Howe et al. (2013) in that it involved several operant actions, and
it remains to be seen whether DS dopamine would also ramp up
smoothly in our task. Collectively, it seems that although DS
neurons are sensitive to the sequence in which actions are per-
formed, they do not seem to code progress within a sequence in
the same dynamic and integrated manner as neurons in the ACC.
Furthermore, DS neurons did not respond to correct lever
presses as distinct from incorrect ones. When viewed together,
the main signal present in ACC ensembles on this task is associ-
ated with tracking progression in a manner that is largely ab-
stracted from the encoding of the actual lever presses, whereas the
DS acts as the complement, tracking lever presses in a more literal
fashion. The integrated signal produced by these two intercon-
nected regions would effectively keep the animal on track in its
progression toward a goal, even in the face of errors, delays, or
distractions.
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